
Please tick one of the 3 options below to indicate your 

preference

Please indicate your preference re 

question 4 by ticking either Yes or 

No box Any other comments
(1) That the lights in all areas of the car park are on all 

night (as present).  (2) That the lights are turned off at 

midnight until 5 a.m. (similar arrangement as EEC for 

street lighting) or (3) That the lights are turned off at 11 

pm until 5 am.

(4) The lights in the season ticket 

holders' area are currently turned off 

at 9 pm.  Do you feel this could be 

moved to 8 pm?                                      

2* Yes

* Only some lights are needed - preferably less intrustive.   The new lights are too many and inappropriate.  

However, the orange lights that were there were not so obtrusive and provided necessary lighting for people 

needing to cross the car park in the early hours.

3 Yes Season ticket Holder area should be 7 pm

2 Yes

I think the lighting in the car park is necessary for security.  What was wrong with the low lit organge lights or 

maybe carriage lamp posts which would be more in keeping with an ancient flitch town.

1 No

We would prefer them kept on as we are closest to the car park and we feel vulnerable.  Ther ehave already 

been several incidents where the police have had to be called.

2 No

To be perfectly honest thelighting ha snot caused a major problem to me but I do know that many neighbours 

have complained about it.

2 No

Signs need to be erected in the car park stating which activities are not allowed (i.e. football/skating etc) and 

CCTV cameras installed in order that this can be enforced.

2* Yes**

*Some lights do have to be left on all night as people use the late night and early morning airport bus and 

should have at least a few lights left on when they are walking through the main car park (and the small car 

park on Mill Lane exit).  Clive Smith suggests 4 pillars of lights are left on and I agree.                                       ** 

Season ticket car park is mostly empty at night and lights elsewhere in car park provide enough lighting 

anyway.                                                                                  I am grateful for the shades which now prevent  glare 

from lights into my property but these floodlights were a ridiculous choice of lighting for use in an old country 

market town.  They are unsightly to look at even when they ar enot switched on!  the lights previously used in 

the car park were just as adequate, or carriage lamp lighting would have been lovely.  Installation of these grey, 

urban floodlight monstrosities was a complete mistake which will be a blight on the car park, the new 

development, the town square and the whole area for all the years to come.  Shoot the designer!

3? Yes

Would prefer the lights to be turned off at 10.30 pm until 5 am.  Very concerned about the bottle bank as 

causing great disturbance throughout the day and evening.  Users tend to leave their engines running whilst 

dropping off their rubbish - would be obliged if the bottle banks could be moved to another position.  Also 

problem with fumes from vehicles.

1 No

2 No The previous low level lighting was perfectly adequate.  This stadium style spotlighting was a huge error.

2 Yes

Our house backs on to the Co-op car park and the lights are extemely bright in our bedroom window 

throughout the night.
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Please indicate your preference re 

question 4 by ticking either Yes or 

No box Any other comments
(1) That the lights in all areas of the car park are on all 

night (as present).  (2) That the lights are turned off at 

midnight until 5 a.m. (similar arrangement as EEC for 

street lighting) or (3) That the lights are turned off at 11 

pm until 5 am.

(4) The lights in the season ticket 

holders' area are currently turned off 

at 9 pm.  Do you feel this could be 

moved to 8 pm?                                      

After much consideration we feel that this falls within the town centre and would strongly prefer the lights to 

remain on all night.  The comparison with the part night lighting scheme is not valid as the town centre area at 

Saffron Walden and Stansted remain lit all through the night.  The white Street Car Park is frequented by young 

people and as a potential opportunity for thieves every precaution must be taken.

1 No Lights are switched off on the footpath from car park to Venmore Drive.  They should be left on all night.

2* Yes

*but make it 7 a.m.  The lights shine through our bedroom windows at night.  The shades now put on some 

lights are an improvement but we need more lights shaded.

3 Yes

The halogen lights in the car park are so bright as to be intrusive.  This level of brightness is unnecessary - 

especially in this day and age when we are trying to conserve energy.

2 Yes Notices posted re no skate boarding etc in car park area.

3* Yes

*Lights off from 10pm to 7.30 am as no one uses the car park between these times and sudden lights annoy the 

residents.  There are unshaded lights in which need to be shaded.
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